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JOB PROFILE  

Heavy Goods Vehicle Dismantler / Chargehand 
 

Reporting to Depot Manager, the post holder will be responsible for the smooth daily operation of 

the dismantling area within the Recycling department along with the supervision a small team of 

recycling operatives. 

Working Monday to Friday and possible Saturday mornings (paid at the applicable overtime rate) 

the post holder will be expected to show a reasonable degree of flexibility of working hours to 

cover holiday and sickness when required. This role would ideally be suitable for a Commercial 

Vehicle Technician that wanted to move away from the day to day inspection, service and repair of 

vehicles. 

Particular areas of responsibility include: - 

General 

 Supervision of the dismantling area and operations 

 The dismantling of Heavy Goods (Commercial) Vehicles HGV 

 The dismantling of commercial vehicle engines and transmissions 

 Cleaning and inspection of removed vehicle components 

 Labelling and safe storage of removed vehicle components 

 General warehouse duties including order picking 

 Separation and organisation of scrap into correct disposal routes 

 General driving duties and delivery of parts 

 Use of manual handling equipment  
(Such as FLT, JCB Telehandler & Order Picker - training will be provided if required) 

 Assisting in the preparation of our world wide export business 

 The post is based at our West Bromwich head office site 
(You may be requested to work at other locations if required) 

 This list is not exhaustive and the post holder may be expected to attend to any other 

duties that may be considered reasonable and within the post holder’s remit 

Candidates should be able to demonstrate: - 

 A good working knowledge of the Health, Safety & Environmental requirements when 
working with Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGV) 

 A sound mechanical knowledge, preferably from a HGV background 
 The ability to work as a team player in a busy department 
 Ability to work on their own initiative and complete tasks within a given timeframe 

Particular experience / skills that will be regarded as ideal are: - 

 Previous Scania technical experience 
 Knowledge of the recycling (end of life) industry 
 A current clean driving licence, a HGV license would be an advantage 
 Previous experience of manual handling equipment use 
 NEBOSH, WAMITAB & SEMA qualification would be an advantage 


